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spotlight

o n February 1, 2010, the North Carolina Commission for Public Health 
(Commission) published a proposed rule addressing whether pets may 
be allowed in restaurants.1 This issue is a significant property rights 

question directly analogous to the smoking ban.

Property owners should be able to decide for themselves whether pets are 
allowed at their restaurants. The Commission’s alleged intent was to allow 
pets in outdoor areas of restaurants; however, the rule’s language as drafted 
would not achieve that objective.

This Spotlight first explains why, given a proper understanding of property 
rights, restaurant owners should be allowed to decide whether pets are per-
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mitted in both indoor and outdoor dining areas. It then discusses the legal problems with the Commission’s proposed 
rule.

Restaurant Owners should Decide Whether to allow Pets in Indoor and Outdoor Dining areas

A Property Rights Issue

Not unlike the recent state legislation banning smoking in restaurants and bars,2 whether pets are allowed in res-
taurants is a property rights issue. A restaurant owner has the right to decide what happens on his property. Just like 
a homeowner can decide whether a dog can come in his house, the restaurant owner has that same right with respect 
to his restaurant. A property owner does not lose his property rights because a business is open to the public—it still 
is private property.

The public has no right to go to any restaurant they want without being around pets. Further, pet owners have no 
right to bring their pets to a restaurant. The decision on whether pets are allowed in restaurants should be solely up 
to the proprietors of the restaurant.

Property Rights v. Health Rights

As in the smoking ban debate,3 the pet ban issue is posed as presenting a conflict between property rights and 
health rights. This notion of conflict is a red herring. Regardless of whether health rights even exist, individuals have 
complete control over the choice to put themselves at any alleged health risk. There would be a conflict only if restau-
rant patrons (or employees) were forced to be in the same dining area as pets.

This issue also is completely distinct from regulating restaurants for hidden health risks. Having an inspector en-
sure that proper health and sanitation steps are taken behind the scenes is an appropriate action because restaurant 
patrons are unable to make informed choices when the risks are hidden.

When it comes to pets, restaurant patrons can see for themselves whether pets are allowed and can make informed 
and voluntary decisions on their own as to whether they want to dine at the restaurant.

A Rule in Search of a Problem: No Evidence of Health Risks 

Furthermore, there is little to no evidence of any legitimate health risks associated with having pets in any dining 
area. In response to this author’s request for scientific support of its proposed ban on pets at restaurants, the Divi-
sion of Environmental Health (DEH, the office that develops the rule for the Commission) was unable to provide one 
example of restaurant patrons becoming ill owing to the presence of pets. 

DEH did provide several documents from the Alexandria Virginia Health Department. In an April 16, 2004 memo,4 
the Alexandria health department attempted to give some examples of pet and dining-related health incidents in Al-
exandria, but in their two examples, they could not even remotely conclude that pets were the problem.

Options Exist Besides a Ban 

Unlike with secondhand smoke, any health risks associated with pets in dining areas can be addressed without a 
ban on allowing them in an indoor or outdoor dining area. While dividing a restaurant between smoking and nonsmok-
ing sections is allegedly unsatisfactory because smoke can enter the smoke-free section, the health risks from pets can 
be contained.

There are demonstrable health risks to diners when kitchen staff use the restroom or cut themselves. The solution, 
however, is not to ban staff from using the restroom or cooking after cutting themselves, but to take common-sense 



steps to reduce the risks (hand washing, safety procedures, proper first aid, etc.). The same respect for common sense 
should be all that is necessary for allowing pets in dining areas.

If there is a concern that pets will touch dining-related items, then the DEH should require that those items be 
cleaned immediately. If there is a concern that staff will touch the pets, then there could be a requirement that staff 
take the appropriate sanitary steps, such as washing their hands.

Recommendation

The Commission for Public Health should let restaurant owners decide whether to allow pets in both indoor and 
outdoor dining areas. It would not mean that all restaurants would have to allow pets, but it would give each restau-
rant owner the option to allow or forbid pets. In many instances, the owners would not want to allow pets—they would 
base their decision on the needs of their specific customers, not the unrelated needs of people who would never step 
inside their restaurants.

One state provides an example of what North Carolina should do. The New Hampshire House recently passed a 
bill5 that would allow dogs in both indoor and outdoor dining areas. If the language was broadened to include all pets, 
it would be a very good model:

A restaurant owner may allow, at the restaurant owner’s discretion, any person possessing a 
properly disciplined companion dog inside his or her place of business. Such dogs shall not be 
allowed in food preparation or production areas. Restaurant owners allowing companion dogs 
shall prominently display a sign at all public entrances advising patrons that companion dogs 
are allowed on the premises.6 [Emphasis added.]

This language allows restaurant owners to decide if dogs are permitted in both indoor and outdoor dining areas, 
and does create some reasonable prohibitions. For example, dogs are prohibited in food preparation or production ar-
eas. To ensure that restaurant patrons are making an informed and voluntary choice about being around dogs, the law 
would require a prominent notice. 

the Problem with the commission’s Proposed Language

The Commission’s proposed rule would allow:

pets in outdoor dining areas; provided that pets shall not pass through any indoor areas of 
the food service establishment and shall not come into contact with employees engaged in the 
preparation or handling of food, utensils, or other items that may result in contamination of 
food or food contact surfaces. Nothing in this Rule prohibits a food service establishment from 
prohibiting pets in outdoor dining areas.7 

Coming into Contact with Employees

The first problem is the language indicates that pets “shall not come into contact with employees engaged in the 
preparation or handling of food, utensils, or other items that may result in contamination of food or food contact sur-

faces.” [Emphasis added.]

Wait staff and hosts/hostesses regularly handle utensils or other items that may result in contamination of food or 
food contact surfaces. The question then becomes what does it mean for a pet to “come into contact” with employees? 

It could be argued that it means a pet must physically contact the employee, which would certainly be a fair read-
ing. It also could be much broader, however, and instead mean, for example, being in the proximity of a pet. There are 
numerous definitions8 of the word “contact,” and interpretation certainly changes within the context of the situation. 



For example, if one were to communicate that children in day care centers may not come into contact with dogs, 
a likely understanding would that it means children should not be in the proximity of dogs, not that children should 
not touch them. The same interpretation could just as easily be applied to the vague language in the proposed regula-
tions.

Even if the language means physical contact, it would not change the fact that restaurants would never want to 
allow pets in outdoor dining areas if they thought they would get into trouble if wait staff were touched by a pet. There 
is simply no way that a restaurant would be able to prevent pets from touching wait staff. As a result, this language 
alone would act as a prohibition on pets in outdoor dining areas.

From this author’s discussions with the DEH, the intent was for pets, as opposed to employees, not to come into 
contact with “utensils or other items that may result in contamination of food or food contact surfaces.” The DEH also 
clarified that “comes into contact” is supposed to mean “physical contact.” If such is the case, the language needs to be 
clearer on those points.

If the language were read to mean “in the proximity of employees,” then pets could never be allowed because wait 
staff would always be in the proximity of pets (except possibly in self-service dining areas).

Coming into Contact with Utensils

Even if the language were to prohibit restaurants from allowing pets to physically contact a tablecloth, a napkin, 
or a table, among other things, the prohibition would be so broad that it would keep many restaurants from allowing 
pets. If a dog touched a tablecloth once, would that be a violation? When would an adverse action be taken against a 
restaurant—would it simply be left to the subjective discretion of an inspector?

A rule needs to provide “bright line” guidance for restaurants. There should not be an expectation of the impossible, 
such as a pet never touching a napkin.

In other words, the proposed regulations would force restaurant owners who would want to allow pets to worry 
about not getting caught, instead of providing them some feasible requirements that would make them feel comfort-
able enough under the regulations to allow pets.

In recent years, a few state legislatures have removed statutory bans on pets in food service establishments.9 Some 
of the new statutes address the specific concern that the DEH attempts to address regarding pets touching dining-
related items, but they do so in a much better manner by creating a requirement with which restaurants can actually 
comply. The neighboring state of Tennessee, for example, requires that:

Employees and patrons shall be instructed that they shall not allow pet dogs to come into 
contact with serving dishes, utensils, tableware, linens, paper products, or any other items 
involved in food service operations.10 

The benefits of this language over the proposed language include:

1) Restaurants have a clear bright line requirement to follow—they must provide clear instructions to employees 
and patrons. The requirement concerns things within their control, as opposed to trying to prohibit a dog from touch-
ing a napkin.

2) The language is far more specific as to what pets may not contact.

Recommended Language 

Assuming that pets would be allowed in outdoor dining areas only, and using the DEH’s language as a starting 
point, the following language should suffice to allow:



pets in outdoor dining areas; provided that pets shall not pass through any indoor areas of the 
food service establishment and shall not physically contact employees engaged in the prepara-
tion or handling of food. Employees and patrons shall be instructed that they shall not allow 
pets physically to contact serving dishes, utensils, tableware, linens, paper products, or other 
items involved in food service operations. Nothing in this Rule prohibits a food service estab-
lishment from prohibiting pets in outdoor dining areas.

This language is consistent with what the DEH seeks to accomplish, is clear, and places compliance outside the 
behavior of a canine. 

conclusion

The proposed rule, at a minimum, needs to be fixed so that it clearly allows pets in outdoor areas. A ban on pets 
in indoor dining areas would not be consistent with a respect for property rights nor is it supportable by any scientific 
evidence. Other than political appeasement, there also has been no argument made concerning pets in outdoor dining 
areas are somehow less problematic than pets in indoor dining areas.

The Commission should adopt a rule that is similar to the language passed by the New Hampshire House. Res-
taurant owners should be allowed to decide whether to permit pets in indoor and outdoor dining areas. Restaurant 
owners are much better suited than the state to determine if pets should be allowed in their restaurants. Creating a 
one-size-fits-all pet ban is inconsistent with a respect for property rights and personal freedom.

Daren Bakst, J.D., LL.M., is Director of Legal and Regulatory Studies at the John Locke Foundation.
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